
PRO CON GUN CONTROL ESSAY

Proponents of more gun control laws state that the Second Amendment was intended for militias; that gun violence
would be reduced; that gun restrictions have.

Five women a day are killed by guns in America. The manner and speed in which news reaches its audiences
is even more remarkable than the saturation of the media on the American public Throughout history the
citizens of the US have used firearms to protect the nation, protect their families, hunt for food and engage in
sporting activities. Firearms were invented after gunpowder in China in the 14th century. The Centers for
Disease Control listed firearms as the 12 cause of all deaths between and , representing 1. Conclusion: Change
begins with us deciding what we are going to do to make the world around us better. It is good to have an
option of avoiding that, contraceptive methods can hold the pregnancy till the time is right. The matter has
been one of the most controversial issues in the second half of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first;
disputed between politicians on the liberal and conservative side along with issues such as abortion, capital
punishment, and gay marriage. Unfortunately, feeling safe and actually being safe can be very different things.
Therefore, gun control policy exists. Americans enjoy the benefit of being able to own guns for decades over
people in other countries. Heller US Supreme Court majority opinion syllabus stated, "The Second
Amendment protects an individual right to possess a firearm unconnected with service in a militia, and to use
that arm for traditionally lawful purposes, such as self-defense within the home. Pros and cons of meditation,
the favorable and cons of controversial issues. There are mainly two sides on the debate, for gun control or
against it, and both sides have well thought out arguments and statistics to justify their ideas. Cons for Gun
Accessibility: 1. Those who argue in favor of rent control say that it is the only way to protect lower-income
tenants from landlords who overprice, and from being forced to move out of a neighborhood because they
cannot afford the rent This is the 2nd Amendment of the United States Constitution. These reasons can vary;
some people just want protection; others want to use their guns for sport. Some U. On one side, there is the
National Rifle Association NRA and 2nd Amendment-citing citizens who use their firearms for hunting and
self-defense. According to a Feb. A June Institute of Medicine IOM report states that "[a]lmost all guns used
in criminal acts enter circulation via initial legal transaction. Irresponsibility This ties in with the first one in a
way. Criminals do not obey laws and stricter gun control laws or banning guns will have little effect on
reducing crimes. It varies by country, but as a general rule, if guns were harder to obtain, then there would be
less guns lying around and therefore less shootings. S has the highest total per capita number in the world
Many societies are questioning whether guns really are the helpful tool that many of us have been saying they
are, or if they are the killing machines they have recently been publicised as. There are many cases similar to
this that shows how important it is that do something about all the gun violence happening. Another huge
point is the government controlling people gun rights, in recent light of Obama threatening to take away guns
from the American people this has sparked a huge debate in our country The people who are for the ban
believes the weapons can only be used for violence. Although most people believe that guns can be dangerous,
we should not amend the Second Amendment because people need guns for home and self defense, guns are a
reliable source to help put food on the table, and they are also a way to help keep terror groups and enemies
out of our country Many find the mere concept of gun control invasive to their constitutional rights, while
others see lack of gun control to be astoundingly dangerous and entirely chimerical Both Switzerland and
Finland require gun owners to acquire licenses and pass background checks that include mental and criminal
records, among other restrictions and requirements. Countries have supporters on argumentative persuasive
essays - largest database of firearms has been discussed innumerable times. Gun control comes with a list of
pros and cons. The Bill of Rights was ratified on December 15,  This then prompted the expansion of gun
control initiatives and has shapes public opinion particularly in the promotion of increased regulation to
banning. Cons for Gun Control 1. Adam Lanza killed his own mother before killing twenty children and six
adults in Newtown, Connecticut. Heller decision and Feb. Criminals will always have ways of getting
weapons, whether it be from the black market, cross borders, or illegal street sales. Arguably, the process of
developing gun control remains to be detrimental due to its capacity to challenge individual rights and liberty,
undermine the value of guns and firearms in the promotion of deterrence and self-defense and


